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Abstract—Delay is generally thought of as an obstacle to
overcome in engineering and computing systems. However, the
nervous system is full of elements with long latency such as
axonal conduction delay and delay due to integration time in
the neuronal cell membrane. Furthermore, delay in the nervous
system has a non-uniform distribution; and theoretical works in-
dicate that such a non-uniformity can help stabilize the dynamics
of the network, leads to greatly increased information capacity,
and enable the emergence of predictive function. Also, there is
indication that predictive capability, an important function of
the brain, may have come about through the same mechanism
(e.g., facilitating neuronal dynamics) that initially evolved to
compensate with delay. In this paper, we show how adaptive
delay, together with facilitating neuronal dynamics, can be used
to build a sensorimotor controller for a dynamic control task
(2D pole balancing), just using a feedforward neural network,
all under impoverished (no derivative/velocity information) and
delayed input conditions. Our main results show that through
adaptive delay and facilitating neuronal dynamics, feedforward
neural networks can exhibit rich dynamic behavior, successfully
solving a tough dynamic control task. We expect our results to
shed new light on the positive function of delay in the nervous
system and how facilitating dynamics can help compensate for
added delay.

Index Terms—delay, delay compensation, facilitating neuronal
dynamics, real-time control, pole balancing, neuroevolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Delay is generally thought of as an obstacle to overcome
in engineering and computing systems. However, the nervous
system is full of elements with long latency such as axonal
conduction delay and delay due to integration time in the
neuronal cell membrane. Furthermore, delay in the nervous
system has a non-uniform distribution (10s of ms, up to over
100 ms [1]); and theoretical works indicate that such a non-
uniformity can help stabilize the dynamics of the network
[2], [3], can greatly increase information capacity [4], and
enable the emergence of predictive function [5]. Also, there is
indication that predictive capability, an important function of
the brain, may have come about through the same mechanism
(e.g., facilitating neuronal dynamics [6]) that initially evolved
to compensate for the delay [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Delay
learning has been proposed and used in different contexts
such as (1) spatiotemporal pattern detection [13], (2) multiple
spatiotemporal pattern detection [14], (3) time series learning
[15], [16], (4) noise reduction [17], etc. However, adaptive

delay has rarely been used in dynamic control tasks (for few
exceptions, see [18] and [17]).

In this paper, we show how adaptive delay [14], [13]
together with facilitating neuronal dynamics [7], can be used
to build a sensorimotor controller for a dynamic control task
(2D pole balancing, see e.g. [19]), just using a feedforward
neural network, all under impoverished (no derivative/velocity
information) and delayed input conditions. Our main results
show that through adaptive delay and facilitating neuronal
dynamics, feedforward neural networks can exhibit rich dy-
namic behavior, successfully solving a tough dynamic control
task. The findings are two-fold: our proposed method (adaptive
delay + facilitating dynamics), compared to our previous
method (facilitating dynamics only), shows (1) stability during
learning and better performance, and (2) improved robustness
under extended input delay and impoverished input conditions.
We expect our results to shed new light on the positive
function of adaptive delay and the compensatory role played
by facilitating dynamics in the nervous system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II,
background on facilitating neural dynamics and time delayed
neural networks, Section III on our proposed model, Section
IV experiments and results, and Section V discussion. Section
IV concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces facilitating neuronal dynamics and
time delayed neural networks that form the basis of our
proposed model.

A. Facilitating Neuronal Dynamics

In feedforward neural networks, the past activation values
are not preserved; therefore the network holds no memory
about the past inputs. Using recurrent neural networks (RNN)
is a way to provide memory capability for the model. (Also
see RNNs based on Long-Short Term Memory [LSTM] [20].)
However, if input delays are present, the computation in RNN
might not be fast enough to accommodate the delays. Research
in neuroscience shows that the rate of change of synaptic
activation between the past and the current instant, along with
the immediate activation, dynamically regulate the membrane
potential of the postsynaptic neuron [6], [21], [22]. In fact,



dynamic synapses have been suggested to exhibit associative
memory in [23].

Lim et al. [8] investigated the facilitating dynamics at single
neuron level and concluded that neuronal dynamics plays a
major role in input delay compensation. To handle the input
delay problem, Lim et al. used the facilitating neuronal dy-
namics concept to develop a model called Facilitating Activity
Networks (FAN) which uses the following function to model
the modulated (facilitated or depressed) activation rate:

A(t) = X(t) + r(X(t)−A(t− 1)), (1)

where A(t) is the activation value at time t, r is a dynamic
rate (−1 ≤ r ≤ 1), X(t) is the immediate activation value
produced by the nonlinear activation function at time t, and
A(t−1) is the activation value at time t−1. By taking into ac-
count of the previous activation value A(t−1), the model holds
some memory capability at the single neuron level. Together,
recurrent connections and the facilitating rate enabled FAN
to achieve better performance than traditional neural networks
and show robustness toward delays conditions.

Work by Kwon et al. [7] introduced the Neuronal Dynamics
using Previous Immediate Activation Value (NDPIA) model.
This model is an improvement over FAN, in which the
facilitating equation (1) is slightly modified to deal with the
oscillation problem in FAN. The NDPIA activation function
is as follow:

A(t) = X(t) + r(X(t)−X(t− 1)), (2)

where the terms are the same as those in Eq. 1 except the
dynamic rate r is not limited to −1 ≤ r ≤ 1 and X(t − 1)
is the immediate activation value produced by the nonlinear
activation function at time t − 1. This slight modification in
the activation equation not only helped NDPIA to overcome
the limitations of the FAN model but also resulted in higher
performance in the two-dimensional pole balancing task.

In our proposed model, we will use the NDPIA model by
Kwon et al. for facilitating neural dynamics.

B. Time Delay Neural Networks

In 1989, Waibel et al. proposed a neural network model
that takes into account of the temporal relationship between
data samples while preserving the invariances. They coined the
term Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) to describe such
an architecture. (Also see backpropagation through time, by
Werbos [24].) This kind of network was initially developed
for phoneme detection [25] and later used for other domains
such as video analysis [26] and robot control [27].

An important aspect of TDNNs is their ability to represent
the relationship between input samples at different points
in time. This enables TDNNs to hold memory capability
which allows it to recognize patterns in the sequential inputs.
However, these input delays are task dependent, and thus have
to be tuned specifically to cope with specific tasks. There
have been several attempts in making input delays dynamic,
including work of Wohler et al. [28] and work of Caamano
et al. [29]. Wohler et al. developed an Adaptive Time Delay

Neural Network (ADTNN) for image sequence analysis where
the delays between neuron layers are automatically tuned by
learning from example. Note that a single delay value is used
for each pair of neuron layer in this model. Caamano et
al. improved the Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies
(NEAT) algorithm to incorporate evolvable delays in the
synapses along with the synaptic weights for RNNs. They
showed that the approach can be applied to robotics, involving
behavior based on memory of past events, or imitation through
remembered behavior. However, they did not include input
delay and did not systematically test the system’s performance
as input delay increases.

III. METHOD

In this section, we introduce our proposed model, the Adap-
tive Synaptic Delay Facilitating Neuronal Dynamics model,
the two-dimensional pole balancing testing platform, and the
neuroevolution method we used to evolve the neural network
model.

A. Adaptive Synaptic Delay Facilitating Neuronal Dynamics

Even though the NDPIA model [7] is robust under extended
input delays, it experiences difficulty with impoverished (with-
out velocity inputs) or prolonged delay in input, and higher
failure rate during training. This may be due to the insufficient
memory capability in dealing with fast-changing temporal
inputs that require fast processing that do not have to go
through recurrent loops (NDPIA uses an RNN architecture,
the Elman network [30]). To overcome this issue, we propose
to incorporate adaptive delay into the existing NDPIA model:
Adaptive Synaptic Delay(ASD)+NDPIA. Furthermore, to test
the memory capability of adaptive delay in isolation of other
memory mechanisms, we replaced the RNN in the original
NDPIA architecture with a feedforward neural network. Note
again that our final model does not include velocity informa-
tion in the input either.

Fig. 1a and 1b show the structure of two different instances
of the ASD+NDPIA model. One takes all eight inputs includ-
ing velocities. The other takes no velocity inputs. In general,
the fundamental of the model is described in fig. 1c. Inputs
emerge from the previous layer to the next layer which hold
the ASDs and wait there for certain units of time. We model
this process using FIFO queues. At time t, the signal leave the
ASDs to enter the neuron and the immediate activation value
at time t, X(t) is determined using the equation:

X(t) = g

(
n∑

i=1

wixi(t)

)
(3)

where n is the number of dendrite (connection), g() is the
sigmoid function, wi is the connection weight, and xi(t) is
the activation value at time t from the presynaptic neurons.
Finally, the immediate activation value at time t is then fed to
the NDPIA module to produce the modulated (facilitated or
depressed) activation at time t, A(t) using Eq. 2.



(a) ASD+NDPIA with velocity inputs. (b) ASD+NDPIA with no velocity input. (c) Signal flow.

Fig. 1: Proposed Architecture. ASD+NDPIA for two-dimensional pole balancing task. The model takes the cart’s and the
pole’s state, the position (x, y) and pole angles (θx, θy) (and optionally their derivatives) as input and then produce the forces
fx and fy to be applied to the cart. See Fig. 2 for details on the pole balancing task. (a) shows ASD+NDPIA which takes a
number of total eight inputs including velocity information. (b) shows ASD+NDPIA which takes no velocity input. (c) shows
the signal flow through a neuron. Inputs emerge from the previous layer to the adaptive delay (ASD) and wait there for certain
amount of time, then enter the neuron to be activated by a sigmoid function. The immediate activation value at time t is then
fed to the NDPIA module (Eq. 2) to produce the modulated (facilitated or depressed) activation at time t.

Fig. 2: Two-dimensional pole balancing task [7]. The con-
troller receives different number of inputs taken in a set of
eight inputs including the cart position in the plane (x, y), the
velocities of the cart (ẋ, ẏ), the angles of the pole from the
vertical in the x and z directions (θx, θz), and their angular
velocities (θ̇x, θ̇y). The task is to apply force (fx, fy) to the
cart so that the pole stays upright.

B. Task Environment

The pole balancing problem (inverted pendulum) is a stan-
dard benchmark commonly used to test the robustness of real-
time control systems. In [19], the problem is modified to a two-
degree-of-freedom task which was used in our experiments.
The two-dimensional pole balancing was simulated using
fourth-order Runge-Kutta with frictions taken into account.
Assume ȧ = da

dt (velocity), ä = da
dt2 (acceleration) for

a = x, y, θz, θx, the equations for the model are as follow:

ẍ, ÿ =
Fx,y − µcSign(ẋ, ẏ) + F̃x,y

M + m̃x,y
(4)

m̃x,y = m(1− 0.75 cos2 θz,x) (5)

F̃x,y = mlθ̇z,x sin θz,x+
3

4
cos θz,x(

mupθ̇z,x
ml

+g sin θz,x) (6)

θ̇z,x = −0.75

l

(
ẍ, ÿ cos θz,x + g sin θz,x +

µpθ̇z,x
ml

)
(7)

where F̃x,y and m̃ are the effective force and effective mass
on (x, y) direction.

The task is simple. Given an initial configuration (cart
position, pole angles), the objective is to keep the pole from
falling as long as possible. The controller receives a set of
inputs including the cart position in the plane (x, y), the
velocities of the cart (ẋ, ẏ), the angles of the pole relative to
the x and z axes (θx, θz), and their angular velocities (θ̇x, θ̇z).
Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the task.

To balance the pole (l = 0.5 meter, mass = 0.1 kilo-
grams) that is initially tilted 1◦, the controller applies forces
(−10N ≤ F ≤ 10N ) to the cart (mass = 1.0 kilograms) that
holds the pole at its base in (x, y) directions repeatedly every
0.1 seconds. The pole must remain within −15◦ ≤ θ ≤ 15◦ in
(θx, θz) and stay inside an area of 3×3 m2 (−1.5 < (x, y) <
1.5). Table I summarizes the parameters used in the physics
simulation.

C. Evolving the Controllers

Two ASD+NDPIA neural networks were employed as the
controller modules in this study, along with two original
NDPIA networks for comparison. The first ASD+NDPIA (or
NDPIA) network had eight sensory neurons (position, pole
angle, and their velocities), one single hidden layer including
three hidden neurons, and two motor neurons (outputs). The
second ASD+NDPIA (or NDPIA) network is only different
from the first one in that it had four sensory neurons instead
of eight. While the first network’s sensory neurons received all
eight inputs, the second network’s receive only four including
the angles of the pole in the x and z directions (θx, θz) and the
cart position in the plane (x, y). The dynamic neuronal activi-
ties are designed to be facilitating or depressing, depending on
the value of r (−1 ≤ r ≤ 1). We used FIFO queues to model



Parameter Description Value
(x, y) Coordinates of the cart [-1.5,1.5] meters

(θz , θx) Angles of the pole respected to z and x axis [-15,15] degree
Fx,y Forces apply to the cart respected to x and y axis [-10,10] Newton
l Length of half the pole 5 centimeters
M Mass of the cart 1 kilogram
m mass of the pole 0.1 kilogram
µc Coefficient of friction between cart and track 0.0005
µp Coefficient of friction of pole’s hinge 0.000002
g Gravitational acceleration −9.8m/s2

TABLE I: Parameters used for pole balancing simulation.
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(a) NDPIA (velocity inputs)
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(b) ASD+NDPIA (velocity inputs)
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(c) NDPIA (NO velocity input)
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(d) ASD+NDPIA (NO velocity in-
put)

Fig. 3: Training time to evolve successful controllers. 20 run trials of ASD+NDPIA vs. NDPIA in different input delay
conditions (zero, one, two). The performance is based on the learning speed which is the number of generations it takes
to evolve a controller that exceeds a performance threshold. A high number of generations means a worse outcome. The
generation limit was set to 20,000. If a trial reaches this limit, it is considered as a failure. Top row, from left to right,
NDPIA and ASD+NDPIA performance during the 20 trials with velocities input. Bottom row, from left to right, NDPIA and
ASD+NDPIA performance without velocity input. We can see that adding adaptive synaptic delay to NDPIA leads to robust
performance, compared to NDPIA without ASD.

the connection delays as well as the input delays (delay on
the network input lines).

Traditional neuroevolution [31] was used to evolve the
synaptic weights, facilitation rates, and synaptic delays en-
coded in the chromosomes of each genotype (NDPIA or
ASD+NDPIA model). The population contained fifty geno-
types, and these genotypes were evaluated in each generation.
We measured the fitness by the number of steps a genotype
can balance the pole. In each generation, two members or
the current population were selected using the Roulette wheel
selection method to cross over based on the crossover rate
of 0.7 and then mutated based on the mutation rate of ±0.3
with a probability of 0.2. This process is repeated until a
new population containing fifty genotypes is produced. The
overall performance of a model (NDPIA or ASD+NDPIA) is
determined by its learning speeds (number of generations it
takes to evolve a successful controller). If the controller can
balance the pole in 5,000 steps (1 step = 100 ms) it was con-
sidered successful. If the algorithm fails to evolve a controller
to balance 5,000 steps after 20,000 generations, we consider it
a failure. In the performance comparison experiment between
NDPIA and ASD+NDPIA, we limit the range of the synaptic
delays to 0 ≤ cd ≤ 2. In the second experiment to monitor
the distribution of the synaptic delays, we expand the range

to 0 ≤ cd ≤ 7 to observe their distribution better.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Two different experiments were carried out in this study.
The first experiment compares the performance between ND-
PIA and ASD+NDPIA. The second experiment monitors the
distribution of the synaptic delays to test their role in increas-
ing the performance of ASD+NDPIA.

A. Performance Comparison

In this experiment, we tested the NDPIA controller and
the ASD+NDPIA controller in two different scenarios. The
first scenario involved the regular number of input (including
velocity inputs) where input delays ranged from zero to two
steps with each step corresponding to 100 milliseconds. The
second scenario had a reduced input number (not including
velocity inputs) with the same input delay conditions as above.
For each delay condition, we ran the algorithm twenty times
for each model. The performance of each model was measured
based on the learning speed which is the number of generations
it takes to evolve a successful controller. High number of
generations means low performance.

ASD+NDPIA controller showed significantly better perfor-
mance than the NDPIA controller in both regular and reduced
number of input scenarios. A problem of the NDPIA model



(a) With velocity inputs. (b) Without velocity inputs.

Fig. 4: Average performance of ASD+NDPIA vs. NDPIA in different input delay conditions (zero, one, two). The
performance is based on the model’s learning speed which is the number of generations it takes to evolve a successful controller.
Hence, the lower the number of generations the better. (a) shows their average performances when the input included velocity
information. (b) shows the average performances without velocity inputs.

NDPIA ASD+NDPIA
With velocity inputs No velocity inputs With velocity inputs No velocity inputs

Delay 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
µ 3930.35 4096.20 2287.25 4816.50 11190.20 8815.50 1256.25 1408.75 1877.85 2021.10 2799.25 2792.75
σ 6935.49 6871.40 4200.62 6634.70 9208.45 8460.56 748.07 657.74 972.96 1158.69 1829.55 1495.91

CI Bottom 684.44 880.29 321.30 1711.36 6880.51 4855.84 906.14 1100.92 1422.49 1478.82 1942.99 2092.64
CI Top 7176.26 7312.11 4253.20 7921.64 15499.89 12775.16 1606.36 1716.58 2333.21 2563.38 3655.51 3492.86

TABLE II: Statistics collected from the performance comparison experiment between NDPIA and ASD+NDPIA. µ:
mean, σ: standard deviation, CI: confidence interval. The unit is the number of generations.

that we noticed is that it occasionally fails to evolve successful
controllers. During the first scenario, NDPIA failed three
times with zero and one step delay, and one time with two
steps delay. On the other hand, ASD+NDPIA was fast and
successful in all trials. The performance during the twenty
trials are shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. Notice the high spikes
in Fig. 3a that indicate failure.

For the reduced input scenario (no velocity information),
NDPIA performance deteriorated further. It failed three times
with zero step delay, nine times with one step delay, and seven
times with two steps delay (more high spikes in Fig. 3c).
ASD+NDPIA continued to perform better than NDPIA (Fig.
3d). Fig. 4 shows the average performance of ASD+NDPIA
and NDPIA during the twenty runs for different input delay
conditions and Table II shows the statistic summary of this
experiment.

B. Distribution of Synaptic Delays and Facilitation Rates

In this section, to observe the distribution of synaptic delays
during the evolution process, we initialized all synaptic delays
to zero and let the evolution process adjust the delay between
zero and seven. The controller was again evolved twenty times
for each input delay condition (zero, one, and two). We used
the reduced input (without velocity inputs) pole balancing task
in this experiment so that the task requires the neural network
to utilize longer term memory to deal with the problem and
thus show the most significant change in the delays.

Fig. 5a to 5c present the probability distribution of the
synaptic delays. These probability distribution plot show a
shifting of synaptic delays toward higher values which indicate
that delays are extended to acquire the desired amount of
long term memory. In all three input delay conditions, the
preferences values range between one and four.

Fig. 5d to 5f show the cumulative probability of the synaptic
delays. Note that due to higher input delays, at first, the curve
appears shifted to the right with input delay of one but then
shifted slightly back to the left with input delay of two. This is
somewhat counterintuitive, that longer delay in the input can
be compensated with more delay in the synapses. This may be
partly due to the lack of velocity input in these experiments,
which lead to the need for input from farther into the past.

Observing the synaptic delay distribution between sensory
and motor synapses (fig. 5g to 5i) show a higher probability
of high synaptic delay values in sensory synapses compared
to motor synapses. In other words, sensory synapses favor
slightly higher synaptic delays than motor synapses. This
result suggests sensory synapses may require more memory
to process time-dependent input data than motor synapses.

These results may be somewhat puzzling, since adding delay
to a controller generally deteriorates performance. The key
to the preserved performance seems to be in the facilitating
dynamics. Fig. 6 shows the facilitating rate distribution from
the same controllers shown in Fig. 5. We can see that higher
facilitation rates are strongly paired with longer delays in the
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(a) Probability distribution of sensor delays
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(b) Probability distribution of motor delays
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(c) Probability distribution of all delays
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(d) Cumulative probability of sensor delays
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(e) Cumulative probability of motor delays
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(f) Cumulative probability of all delays
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(g) Sensor vs. motor delays with 0 input
delay
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(h) Sensor vs. motor delays with 1 input
delay
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(i) Sensor vs. motor delays with 2 input
delays

Fig. 5: The distribution of the evolved connection delays. (a) - (c) show the probability distribution of the sensory synaptic
delays (connections from sensory neurons to hidden neurons), motor synaptic delays (connections from hidden neurons to
motor neurons), and all synaptic delays respectively. Notice the shifting of synaptic delays toward higher values indicating
the evolving of the delays to acquire the desired amount of past memory. (d)–(f) show the cumulative probability of sensory
synaptic delays, motor synaptic delays, and all synaptic delays respectively. (g)–(i) show the probability distribution of sensory
synaptic delays vs. motor synaptic delays for zero, one, and two input delay condition respectively. Note that sensory synapses
favor higher synaptic delays than motor synapses suggesting sensory neurons may require more memory (access to information
farther into the past) than motor neurons.

same controller. Thus, facilitating dynamics may be compen-
sating for the added delay.

All of the results above indicate that to achieve its goal
and manage input delays the neural network controller evolves
its facilitation rates and synaptic delays to obtain longer term
memory, in the absence of recurrent connections. Furthermore,
the adaptive delay did not result in a peaked distribution,
indicating the importance of variability in the delay (cf. [2]).

V. DISCUSSION

The main contribution of this study is the demonstration that
adaptive synaptic delays, together with facilitating neuronal
dynamics, can serve as a memory-like mechanism in a reactive
feedforward neural network, to solve real-time control prob-
lems. These mechanisms enable feedforward neural networks
to cope with extended input delays and minimal input (no
velocity information). Furthermore, our proposed architecture
ASD+NDPIA outperformed its predecessor NDPIA. More-
over, it solves the problem of occasional failures during
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(a) Probability distribution of sensor facil.
rates
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(b) Probability distribution of motor facil.
rates
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(c) Probability distribution of all facil. rates
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(d) Cumulative probability of sensor facil.
rates
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(e) Cumulative probability of motor facil.
rates
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(f) Cumulative probability of all facil. rates
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(g) Sensor vs. motor facil. rates with 0 input
facil. rate
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(h) Sensor vs. motor facil. rates with 1 input
facil. rate
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(i) Sensor vs. motor facil. rates with 2 input
facil. rates

Fig. 6: The distribution of the evolved facilitation rates. (a)–(c) show the probability distribution of the sensory neuron
facilitation rates (hidden neurons), motor neuron facilitation rates (motor neurons), and all facilitation rates respectively. Note
that all neurons have the rate parameter tuned for strong facilitating dynamics. Also, note that sensory neurons have stronger
facilitation than motor neurons. (d)–(f) show the cumulative probability of sensory facilitation rates, motor facilitation rates,
and all synaptic facilitation rates respectively. (g)–(i) show the probability distribution of sensory facilitation rates vs. motor
facilitation rates for zero, one, and two input delay condition respectively. Note that sensory neurons favor increasingly higher
facilitation rates compared to motor neurons (higher peak and distribution shifted toward the right).

training in the original NDPIA.

Another important discovery is that despite the delayed
input, synapses evolved to have more delay. An interesting
observation was that the evolved delay distribution was not
peaked, meaning that there was a large variability, and that
more delay was observed in the sensory side, compared to
the motor side. This could be due to the lack of recurrent
connections in the network, which may have led to the
stronger need to look further into the past to get the necessary

temporal context. We also noted that facilitation rates evolved
to favor more facilitation, and longer delay was paired with
higher facilitation rate in the neurons. So, facilitating dynamics
effectively compensated for the additional delay, thus help
maintaining the performance.

In dealing with tasks that require reference to past informa-
tion such as handwriting recognition [32] and speech recog-
nition [33] or real-time control tasks that require processing
sequential inputs such as the pole balancing problem and ball



catching problem [34], [35], [36], [37], memory capability has
been proven to be support neural networks to exhibit dynamic
temporal behavior. It is interesting to note that feedforward
networks have been shown to be capable of performing in such
tasks requiring memory, when external material interaction is
allowed (stigmergy) [36], [37].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we integrated adaptive synaptic delay and
facilitating neuronal dynamics in a feedforward neural net-
work to solve a standard real-time control task. Compared
to an identical network only utilizing facilitating dynamics
(NDPIA), our new model (ASD+NDPIA) could achieve sev-
eral advantages including high tolerance with reduced input
scenarios, robustness during training, higher performance, and
preserved performance under longer input delays. We expect
the findings to shed light on the role of adaptive delay (with
high variability) and facilitating dynamics in the nervous
system, in relation to memory-like mechanisms.
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